
To shape a sentence with co-ordinating conjunctions 

Choose a co-ordinating conjunction to complete the sentences below. 

and  but  or  so 

I am going to have sausages with chips __________ peas. 

I’d like to buy some coffee _________ I have forgotten my purse. 

Cassie was thirsty _________ her water bottle was empty. 

Otto needed a light for his lantern _________ Hans gave him a candle. 

Sanjay wants to go to Alton Towers ________ the Safari Park for his birthday. 

We were not friends _________ we still played nicely together on the playground.  

Emily couldn’t decide whether to wear a green _______ yellow top to the party. 

My tooth was hurting ________ I went to the dentist. 

It is my Dad’s birthday _________ I’m going to bake him a lemon drizzle cake. 

It was a miserably cold day ________ Mum and Dad took us to the cinema 

_______ I had some popcorn ________ my sister ate most of it. 

Next step 

Use one of the co-ordinating conjunctions in some sentences of your own.  You 

can record these in your learning log but please write the learning objective at the 

top of the page. 

 

 

 

 

To shape a sentence with subordinating conjunctions 

Choose a subordinating conjunction to complete the sentences below. 

Some sentences could make sense with more than one of the 

conjunctions. 

because  although  when 

I put up my umbrella ________________ it was raining heavily. 

Lorna walked into to the hall _________________ it was time for assembly. 

I made an egg and cucumber sandwich __________________ I was hungry. 

I love KFC _______________ it’s not healthy. 

We had a great time at the zoo _______________ it rained. 

We can open the presents _______________ everyone has woken up. 

Robert is a shy person _______________ he’s a lot better than he used to be. 

I’ll play the piano after dinner _________________ I don’t know what I’m 

going to play. 

Dad ran back into the house ________________ he forgot his wallet. 

Brazil won the World Cup _____________ they beat France. 

Next step 

Use some of the subordinating conjunctions in some sentences of your own.  

You can record these in your learning log but please write the learning 

objective at the top of the page. 

 



To spell words with prefixes 
 
Sort the words into the correct boxes.  Some words can 
go in both boxes. 
 

appear name do behave tie place 
decorate lead understood train hear print 

read write tell judge spell cycle 
 
 

re- mis- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Next Step 
Write your own sentences using re- and mis- words.  You can record these 
in your learning log but please write the learning objective at the top of the 
page. 
 

 

 

 

To punctuate using inverted commas 
 

Use the speech burger above to help you punctuate some speech sentences. 
 
What could Professor Liedenbrock and Axel be saying to each other? 
 

 
 
For example: 
“Professor, my legs are tired.  
Please can we go home 
now?” said Axel wearily. 
 
Challenge: Use a range of 
sentence types, synonyms 
for said and adverbs. 
 
 
 

 
You can record these in your learning log but please write the learning 
objective at the top of the page. 


